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Between the sixteenth and the nineteenth century in England the art of making stained glass, which had been 
one of the great achievements of the Middle Ages, was almost lost. Mediaeval techniques were no longer used, 
and instead piures were painted in enamels onto clear glass. 

The religious revival, known as the Oxford movement, and the founding of the Cambridge Camden Society 
in 1839, stimulated a new direion in art, architeure, – and stained glass. Pugin launched the Gothic revival 
in architeure. He also studied the magnificent Mediaeval stained glass at Chartres cathedral, and, in order to 
revive the true principles of Gothic architeure, insisted on the careful reproduion of the colours, designs 
and techniques of manufaure used in the original creation of this glass. 

In 1847 Charles Winston, a barrister by profession, but an amateur stained glass enthusiast, published the 
most important book of the period on this subje, entitled: “An enquiry into the difference in style 
observable in ancient glass paintings, especially in England, with hints on glass painting; by an amateur.” It 
outlined the principles of the composition of Mediaeval windows. He also researched the techniques of 
Mediaeval glass manufaure and colouring, and persuaded James Powell & Sons to manufaure “antique” 
glass according to his principles. 

The Powells had been producing glass at Whitefriars for many years, and in the 1840s began to make stained 
glass. With the help of Charles Winston they became the earliest manufaurer of Gothic revival glass. This 
remarkable man, by scientific investigation, was able to improve the quality of glass, and to find a material 
similar to the real Mediaeval produ rather than the thin homogeneous glass then currently available. He was 
interested in the ‘mosaic’ technology of stained glass, in which each colour was represented by a separated 
piece of glass and the lead lines which joined them together became an integral part of the design. He rejeed 
modern techniques in order to discover a new and authentic style which was based on all the uncertainties 
that the modern age was trying to eliminate. These included the irregular thickness of glass, dependence on 
lead lines, and the lack of consistency in colour. Powell also employed a number of talented freelance 
designers, including in the earlier days, Francis Philip Barraud who drew for them from 1849 to 1852; and 
the 24 year old Edward Burne Jones, who produced a stained glass design for them in 1857. 

By the mid 1850s the Gothic revival movement had blossomed beyond the simple desire to imitate the past, 
into an attempt to express the ideals of the Middle Ages in contemporary terms, albeit using modern 
materials. This was the age of the great Viorian churches designed by Gilbert Scott, Butterfield, and 
G.E.Street, whose richly decorated interiors gleamed with tiles and mosaic work. And the same impulse in 
stained glass led to the produion of vividly coloured, linear, two dimensional, almost naive designs. It was at 
this time that the three big stained glass studios were founded: Clayton & Bell; Heaton Butler & Bayne; and 
Lavers Barraud & Westlake. 

Clayton & Bell are of particular interest as about half the windows in Buckland St Mary church are made by 
this studio, and they include some of the earliest work. The partnership dates from between 1855 and 1858. 
Their stained glass studio became one of the most important in the Viorian period. John Richard Clayton 
(1827-1913) started life as a sculptor, and illustrator for The Illustrated London News. In 1848-1849 he was 
Clerk of Works at Wells cathedral where he became interested in Mediaeval glass; and his talent was noticed 
by Carpenter, the great Ecclesiologist, and Gilbert Scott. Scott encouraged him to join with Alfred Bell, a 
young assistant in Scott’s office, and start a firm of glass painters. They set up at 24a Cardington Street, 
Euston Square. Clayton was a gifted figure draftsman, and a cultured man with a wide circle of friends, 
including Charles Dickens, Ruskin, and the Pre-Raphaelites. 



Alfred Bell (1832-1895) was the son of a farm worker from the village of Silton, Dorset. He was a brilliant 
amateur watercolourist, and at the age of fourteen was employed in the architeural office in London of Sir 
George Gilbert Scott. Scott encouraged him to study stained glass work where his forte was in the application 
of colour and its uses, for which he had a natural genius. He was a Gothic enthusiast, greatly influenced by 
Pugin and Scott. Architeural canopy work was his speciality. By the 1860s he was producing his finest work, 
and had fully developed a mature Gothic revival style, essentially Mediaeval, but original in manner, design, 
and colour. He continued to exhibit his watercolours, and was also a keen musician. Later in life he held 
musical evenings at his Gothic revival house in Lyndhurst Terrace Hampstead, to which were invited 
musicians such as Sir Arthur Sullivan and Abbe Liszt. 

Bell’s earliest stained glass designs – from about 1854 – were made up by James Powell & Sons. Later he was 
employed as a freelance designer by Nathaniel Wood Lavers, who formed the stained glass firm of Lavers & 
Barraud in 1855, and in those early days produced glass for both Bell and Clayton. 

But, by about 1858 Bell arranged for his glass to be produced by Heaton and Butler who worked on the same 
premises in Cardigan Street; initially firing the glass by wood, using old railway sleepers, and later in the gas 
kiln. Clayton and Bell provided the talent in design, and Heaton and Butler the technical expertise. It was 
during this period, 1858 to 1862 that their best work was done. By about 1862 Clayton and Bell had so 
much work they moved premises to 311 Regent Street; and by the mid 1860s personal attention by the 
partners was impossible. By the end of the decade they employed 300 people 

Clayton and Bell’s early use of dominant primary colours was an exciting departure: applied in numerous 
subtly translucent variations, and relieved by tints new to the high Viorian repertoire such as cobalt greens, 
umber and violet. The brilliance began to fade a bit after 1862 when a much narrower range of colours was 
used which by the late 1860s reverted to standard red, blue and white tones becoming harder and more 
metallic. 

Many stained glass artists who trained in Clayton and Bell’s studio went on to realize status and fame in their 
own name. One such was: 

Charles Eamer Kempe (1834-1907) who established a stained glass studio in 1869 which eventually became 
one of the most successful of the later Nineteenth century. There are two windows by Kempe in Buckland St 
Mary church which can be recognised by his trademark, a little golden wheatsheaf. Kempe was keen on using 
the traditional Mediaeval technique of staining with silver nitrate (silver stain), which when fixed produced 
wonderful yellow ranges for highlights, and especially for hair. 

When one thinks about Viorian stained glass the Pre-Raphaelites immediately spring to mind. Brilliant as 
they were, they have overshadowed the earlier ‘primitive’ Gothic revival artists. In the short period between 
about 1855 and 1865 this style was at its best with produions by Clayton & Bell, Levers & Barraud, and 
Heaton Butler & Bayne. James Powell & Sons had introduced the new techniques. Their early work is 
unique, and even if the style may not be to everyone’s taste today, the many windows by Clayton & Bell - 
often from their earliest period - in Buckland St Mary church are of immense historical and religious interest. 
Indeed, if one looks at the West window in particular with care, one can see the beauty in colour and form of 
the figures and flowers revealing a religious tale in the primitive Gothic mode. 

Tim Kirkbride. 

Thanks are due to English Heritage, and to Roy Bowles who plied the information contained in this booklet. 



DETAILS OF THE WINDOWS 

1. Glass by O’Connor. Commercial style of c1860. 
2. Glass by O’Connor. Commercial style of c1860. 
19. Glass by O’Connor. Commercial style of c1860. 
3. Glass by Kempe. c1906. In both windows notice the wheatsheaf and silver nitrate yellow. 
12. Glass by Kempe. This window was dedicated by his sons to the Lord lieutenant, General 

Sir Frederick Lance KCB. 1914. 
4. Glass by James Powell. Moulded patent. c1860. 
6. Glass by James Powell. Moulded patent. c1860. 
7. Glass by James Powell. Moulded patent. c1860. 
17. Glass possibly by James 

Powell. 
Panels set on patent quarry background; some with enamelling. 

5. Glass by Clayton & 
Bell. 

c1880. 

8. Glass by Clayton & 
Bell. 

Presented by Charles Edward Lance. 1862. 

 

The round piures represent the 6 plagues of Egypt: 

1. “He turned their water into blood and slew their fish.” 

2. “He sent lice among them and devoured them up, and frogs to destroy them.” 

3. “Their fruit unto the caterpillars and their labours unto the grasshopper.” 

4. “He smote the cattle with hailstones and their flocks with thunderbolts.” 

5. “And there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three days.” 

6. “He smote all the firstborn in the land.” 

Below is depied all the Israelites after crossing the Red Sea, with the Egyptians in the sea. 

9. Glass by Clayton & Bell One of the finest examples of their best period. c1861. 
10. Glass by Clayton & Bell c1861. 
11. Glass by Clayton & Bell c1861. 
13. Glass by Clayton & Bell Later period c1870. 

“This window was presented to the church by Henry Davis a builder he 
built the church and completed the work in 1863. On 28 August in that 
year the church was consecrated by Lord Auckland Bishop of Bath and 
Wells.” 

14. Glass by Clayton & Bell c1860. 
15. Glass by Clayton & Bell. c1860. “In memory of Sarah Porcher, widow of Henry Porcher. Died 

December 8th 1869.” c1870. 
16. Glass by Clayton & Bell “In memory of Sarah Porcher, widow of Henry Porcher. Died December 

8th 1869.” c1870. 
”In memory of Ann Coswell devoted servant for 40 years in the family of 
the Rev J. Edwin Lance. She died 25th Jan 1873.” c1873. 

18. Glass by James Powell “Patent Quarries.” c1860. 



 


